Peugeot 207 compact

The Peugeot is a supermini car B manufactured and marketed by French automaker Peugeot
from to It debuted in January , and the production of the began in April , as a replacement for
the In January , Peugeot decided not to manufacture the in Ryton. The launch for the United
Kingdom was on 8 June Peugeot's United Kingdom sales grew, despite the resulting boycott.
Prior to the launch, Peugeot launched a campaign for the on MSN. The was the successor to the
Initially, three petrol engines were available: 1. From the end of , the 1. The diesel powered
engines available are a 1. The car was facelifted in July , receiving a slightly smaller grille and
revised front lighting, including new fog lamp housings, along with LED lights on the rear. After
just securing the top three positions in qualifying for the 24 Hours of Le Mans endurance race,
Peugeot had fittingly released details for a Peugeot Le Mans Series special edition model. With
only 2, units produced, the Le Mans Series was distinguished on the outside with a sport front
bumper with Shadow aluminium grille and Black Chrome headlights. The body side moldings,
bumpers strips, and side view mirror housings were painted body color, while a long racing
stripe got trimmed along the bonnet, roof, and rear spoiler. Other decal accents included a
Peugeot logo, striping on the doors and Le Mans logos on the liftgate. Also special multispoke
17 inch Pitlane aluminium wheels set the tone of the vehicle. Exterior colours were Banquise
White and Obsidien Black. Carried over from the RC, the interior received granium finish decor
with front and rear bucket seats as well as RC front and rear mat covers. The steering wheel too,
with a granium finish ring and numbered from 1 to 2, The gearshift lever knob, pedal assembly,
foot rest and door sill are in aluminium. Three engines were available with the Le Mans Series.
Starting with the 1. The top 1. The Peugeot met with mixed reviews, facing criticism for the
design of its interior, for the quality of its gearbox, and for its handling, with the latter two
issues also identified in the GTI version. Autocar magazine said the Peugeot hatchback was
"safely played and as such lacks charm, verve and difference". It did receive praise for its value,
safety and styling. Reviewers feared that it would prove unreliable, and one car insurer named it
the fourth least reliable vehicle. Despite this lack of acclaim, it has sold well in Britain, being the
sixth best selling car overall and third in the supermini sector in , with more than 67, examples
being sold. This Super version is powered by a 2. The Peugeot Epure was a concept car
presented at the Mondial de l'Automobile designed to preview the CC which followed. The
Epure was fitted with a sophisticated hydrogen fuel cell. A Super version of the Peugeot is used
in the Super World Rally Championship as well as several rally championships across Europe.
The European Rally drivers' champion and the , and Intercontinental Rally Challenge drivers'
champions drove Super s. In China and South America, a sedan version is marketed under the
Peugeot nameplate since November From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main
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Supermini car B. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Peugeot Peugeot SW. Problems playing this
file? See media help. Total production reaches 2,, units. Wikimedia Commons has media related
to Peugeot Cars Rifter Traveller. Cars Bipper Tepee RCZ. City car. Small family car. Large family
car. Executive car. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Peugeot will add starting this summer the new
facelift to its line-up. By the end of the first half of Peugeot will have completely modernized all
its vehicles in this segment. On the exterior the new will feature a redesigned front combining
natural dynamism with a softer visual look, spectacular new rear lights using panels of
luminescent diodes and more body colored surfaces and chrome detailing. As auto enthusiasts,
we all often dream about racing cars professionally and how sweet it must be to navigate these
powerful machines to within inches of the bounds of physics. Well, unfortunately, we tend to
overlook the fact that with all of that risk comes the potential for severe injury and even death.
Unfortunately, we experienced the risk involved in car racing this weekend as up-and-coming
rally co-driver, Gareth Roberts, perished in a crash at the young age of Gareth was in his typical
position in the Peugeot Super that Craig Breen was piloting in the Targa Florio-Rally
Internazionale Di Sicilia, rattling off the upcoming track directions and related speeds when
Breen lost control of the Peugeot and put it into a guardrail. According to reports, Gareth was
impaled by the guardrail and lost his life as a result of the injuries. According to statements

from teammates and crew members, Breen and Gareth had been really working well with one
another and were starting to garner a lot of attention in the rally world. Gareth also had a bright
future as a driver, once he learned the necessary skills, but that unfortunately, never came to
fruition. We are deeply saddened by the death of this young man and pass our condolences
onto his family, friends, and his racing team. This is really a reminder of just how dangerous
racing truly is, especially rally racing, and we hope that the rally world can learn from this
tragedy and make strides toward this type of thing not happening again. Peugeot UK is thinking
that if they attach a name that has the word "sport" in it, that it would change the look of their
little hatchback. Finishing off the exterior look is a set of alloy wheels - 15" on petrol models
and 16" on HDi models. The French car brand, Peugeot, was founded back in as a coffee mill
company, but in , they began their successful career building automobiles. Although the actual
car manufacturing did not begin until , Peugeot will still treat the year as it th anniversary. It will
be available in both hatchback and station wagon versions with a choice of petrol and HDi
diesel engines. As a bonus, every Millesim purchased during the month of June will come with a
free Nokia smart phone with inbuilt satellite navigation with free future updates and an in-car
mounting kit. Aside from the fancy paintwork, the wears a pair of front and rear spoilers, lower
hanging side skirts and a pseudo rear diffuser while residing on a set of slick 17 inch
Hockenheim Alloy Wheels. Setting this particular Peugeot further apart from the rest of the
lineup is an SP Sports mesh grill insert, dark tinted rear windows from the GTi model, bespoke
interior badges signed by the champion, Kris Meeke, as well as optional vinyl rally graphics
inspired by the successful rally machine free of charge so that your mates will think that you are
driving the IRC winning S rally car. Peugeot Economique is powered by the 1. The engine is
amted to a special five-speed manual gearbox with a higher final drive ratio than the standard
hatchback. Although the car is not available in the U. The new kit features a feature a completely
re-designed front bumper, new side sills, a stylish rear trunk spoiler and a re-designed rear
bumper with integrated exhaust system. Found at a price of 1, euro the kit is completed by the
17 inch alloy wheels with the price tag of euro per piece. For an extra euro the power of the 1.
Either engine can upgrade for euro for the new exhaust system. Few months ago we were
speaking about the new partnership between Peugeot and the German tuning house Irmscher.
Today the partnership brought another masterpiece, a fully customized Peugeot The body kit of
the car contains special painted front lip, side skirts and a new roof spoiler. At the interior the
vehicle features a sport steering wheel, an aluminium gear knob and stylish recaro seats
covered in red and black leather. More details when the official information will be released!
ELLE provided readers with a choice of exterior colors and interior designs, and the winning
designs have then been put into production by Peugeot. It also comes with a comprehensive
sport pack including sports mesh front grille, leather covered steering wheel, body-colored
exterior moldings, aluminum pedals and gear knob. The Le Mans will be limited to only units
and will be offered in both diesel and petrol versions. Pricing starts at 19, Euros for the petrol
version and at 19, Euros for the diesel model. The Peugeot Le Mans is powered by either a 1. It
will be offered in two exterior color: Banquise White and Obsidien Black. The car also features
decorative longitudinal red stripes, red lion-head figure on the doors, a chrome-shadow optics
pack for the lights and a "Le Mans Series" badge on the tail-gate. The well known Peugeot was
launched exactly 2 years ago, in spring and due to the great success in only two years it
reached great sales exceeding its objective by more than 20, units, to , vehicles. According to
Peugeot the car is currently the leader of the B segment across Europe. For the the French
manufacturer said that its main objectives are to keep offering the costumers the same quality
of the cars. The model is offered in a wide range from coupe cabriolet to sport vans, this fact
being the main contributor at the success. All accessories can be fitted at any Peugeot dealer or
by a competent owner. Citroen announced that it will use BMW engines on its new models.
Naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines will be employed which displace 1. Sister
company Peugeot is already employing BMW engines to power its and models. Although the
Citroen models which will use the engines are unknown, WhatCar? The manufacturer plans to
equip all its cars with this technology in the near future. Since the beginning of the year the RT4
system has been available in the , and ranges and now, since the beginning of November, is
also available in the hatchback, CC and SW starting with the Premium trim level on the
hatchback and SW models. A new expression of driving pleasure, the SW RC combines a sporty
spirit with high-quality equipment all contained in stylish design full of character, with five
full-size seats. It has been designed to captivate customers who live life to the full. The is the
latest and third member of the family, is characterised by its dynamic equipment styling. The
last mosel that was available in a GTi version was the GTi which was produced until When the
was launched last year on the market it was the fourth vehicle to be offered by Peugeot in the
European small car market segment, along side the , the and the Today, Peugeot added a new

model to the line-up: SW. Based on the three door hatchback model, the Van shares the same
overall length of 4. This provides a maximum load area of 1. The historic record realized by
Peugeot with the , with 5 exemplary products between and , has just been beaten by the
Launched in September , the Peugeot attained six millions exemplary products, at the end of
April, on the Wuhan plant in China, where she is made, since January , in his version sedan
5-doors. The six millionth Was a S, equipped with a 1. Less than ten years after his commercial
launch, the beats the record With the launch of the new peugeot , it was only natural that a RC
would also be part of the range. Both of these cars especially delightedenthusiasts Wheels24
made an online poll in order to choose "Alternative Car of the Year". At the finish line, the pert
Peugeot was named "gayest" car, the buff Audi RS4 strutted in as "straightest" and the
scrumptious derriere of the Alfa Romeo Brera kicked butt for the "rear of the year" title. All over
the world, the epitomised the dreams of several generations of motoring enthusiasts. I really
love this design, it is more art than car! And why is this car so special? Because its designer
does not inspire from usual places, but he is inspired by nature: flowers, animals, birds, fish. I
got the idea at the aquarium. I thought: if I can see the fish, The new will go on sale in the spring
of The guys from feline The will be longer and higher than the that it replaces. It will be powered
by the same range of engines as the Citroen C3 does: a bhp 1. This car, intended to be driven in
a single class category, will provide intense and genuine driving pleasure, combined with the
use of a production engine offering a high level of torque and reliability. The was first launched
in April The new GT will be the range-topper and Peugeot will be dropping the "i" from its
traditional GTi moniker. The new is the confirmation that Peugeot is as good as it gets when we
are talking small cars. As a descendant of the best-seller , the new car offers lots of room for
this segment , an unprecedented level of equipped, attractive styling and a solid technical
platform with robust petrol and diesel engines. At this time, the only available bodies are the
three and five-door hatchbacks, but an estate and a coupe-cabriolet will be available soon.
Offering 3 other super minis, the , and still available on certain markets , Peugeot can provide a
small car for any taste and budget. Now the next Peugeot Rally Car has completed its initial
development stages on both loose and tarmac surfaces. It now follows in the footsteps of the
other great Peugeot Rally cars of old, Styled by the Peugeot Style Centre, the RCup refl ects
with even greater intensity the sporty nature and style of the production - bold, elegant lines,
well proportioned and balanced; it portrays the effi ciency of the design and ensures driving
enjoyment on a day-to-day basis. Back to Peugeot Peugeot Peugeot Generations:. Read the full
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Automotive journalist job. The Peugeot is a supermini car B engineered and produced by the
French car manufacturer Peugeot since May Its facelifted version was initially launched in
South America in September , [10] and in China in November , [11] in hatchback, sedan and
station wagon [nb 2] body styles, [10] and known as the Compact , [10] and as the respectively.
The is the best-selling Peugeot model of all time with 8,, cars sold in The was introduced in May
as a replacement to the Peugeot , and itself was replaced in April by the Peugeot , the
nameplate spanning nearly 8 years of the car. During the early s, Peugeot decided not to
directly replace the Peugeot , citing the reason that superminis were no longer profitable or
worthwhile. Instead, Peugeot followed a unique strategy and decided that its new, smaller,
supermini, the Peugeot launched in , would take sales from the lower end of the range while the
lowest models of the Peugeot range, launched in to replace the Peugeot , would take sales from
the top-end s. Between the and , Peugeot hoped that the would not need to be replaced, and
could be phased out slowly, while customers who would normally plump for the would continue
to have a choice with either a smaller or larger car. This strategy did not work. With the phased
out, other superminis like the Ford Fiesta and Volkswagen Polo continued to sell well and
increased in popularity, and without a direct competitor to these cars Peugeot was losing sales
fast. Peugeot hired the world-famous Italian designer Pininfarina to make it the most beautiful

against its competitors. The end of British production coincided with the closure of the Ryton
plant which Peugeot had taken over when buying Chrysler 's European division in LHD
production finished in June As of , the twelve-year-old was Peugeot's best-selling car of all
time. The was originally launched as a hatchback with 1. In a 2. A 4-door notchback sedan
version, developed by Iran Khodro , was unveiled in late , and it is available in the Iranian, North
African, Chinese, Russian, Romanian, Turkish and Bulgarian markets. In , it received a minor
facelift, getting clear headlights, different rear clusters, new side repeater lamps, chrome
badges, a new range of colors, as well as other subtle interior revisions. The Peugeot was also
assembled at its Ryton facility in Coventry , England , however, with the introduction of the to
the range, Peugeot decided to close the Ryton factory and move production to Slovakia , due to
the fact that they could produce their vehicles with same or better quality for a lower price there.
The Peugeot proved to be a sales success all over Europe. It was one of the best-selling car in
Europe from to [21] [22] [23] and it was the best car of the year in the UK for three consecutive
years, between and Sales in the United Kingdom were strong from the start, with the regularly
being among the nation's five most popular new cars during its first six years on sale. Second
hand examples of the traditionally hold their value well, due to high demand. Production in
Brazil took place in Porto Real , Rio de Janeiro , starting in with the hatchback, followed by the
station wagon version in The models produced there featured 1. The 1. The diesel powered
versions use the naturally aspirated DW engine. Some of these versions are equipped with
local-made engines in Jeppener , Buenos Aires. In May , the Malaysian car manufacturer Naza
launched a locally assembled version of the model with the name of Bestari. In , Peugeot started
production of the in China. It was produced in Cerizay , France , by the French company Heuliez
, [26] which is specialized in producing short series for niche markets, such as convertibles or
station-wagons. Production was stopped in early , [26] and it has since been replaced by the
CC. In order to homologate the World Rally Car , Peugeot needed to sell road going versions of
the that were at least 4. The WRC car was homologated with the Grand Tourisme, similar to the
standard but with front and rear body extensions to bring the car from the standard road car's 3.
The mechanicals fitted to the Grand Tourisme were what was fitted to the upcoming GTI, not yet
released. Introduced to the market in , the Peugeot GTi and RC brought high performance to the
product range. The GTi and RC were produced to celebrate Peugeot's rallying successes from
to , and to replicate the success Peugeot had with the GTi in the s. A notchback sedan model
was developed in Iran under the name Peugeot SD, as of It was not related, however, to the sold
in Europe. It was removed from offer in the first quarter of In Malaysia and China, it was also
locally produced and sold as the , solely as a sedan version. Following brands like Fiat and
Volkswagen , Peugeot sells an off-roader version of the Peugeot in selected South American
markets, called the Peugeot Escapade. It is powered with a 1. In Malaysia , the Peugeot is also
marketed under the Naza name. It is sold as the Naza Bestari, and is available in 1. It was
replaced by the SD, which is renamed as the in Malaysia. It was manufactured in Mulhouse ,
France , [35] and was launched in February In May , Peugeot's Brazilian branch announced it
would not manufacture nor import the Peugeot to Brazil, but instead it would change some
elements of the already in production, [37] arguing it would be impractical to do otherwise. The
car, launched in August , had minor changes to mechanical parts such as the suspension and
gearbox. It is offered in 3- and 5-door hatchback, estate and 4-door saloon bodystyles, including
a facelifted Escapade. The car is sold under the " Compact" nameplate in Argentina country in
which it is also produced and Uruguay, in order to differentiate it from the European CC and RC,
which are also sold in those countries. Peugeot planned to name it " Brasil" in Brazil, but soon
dropped the "Brasil" from the name, as this decision gained generally negative reactions from
the media. This plant exported the model under the Compact nameplate to Chile since , Mexico
â€” and the Dominican Republic. From October , Naza Group started the assembly of the sedan
in Malaysia. However, in early its production restarted in Iran. His dominance that year was
compared to Michael Schumacher 's dominance of Formula One. In summary, Peugeot won two
drivers' championships, in and , and three manufacturers' titles in a row between and Peugeot
GB created a Peugeot rally championship aimed at young drivers. The championship was
created to help young drivers develop their careers. In , Peugeot launched a popular television
commercial for the Peugeot directed by Matthijs van Heijningen, [47] with Creative Direction by
Roberto Greco [48] and Giovanni Porro [49] from Euro RSCG of Milan-Italy, known as "The
Sculptor", involved a young man in India who sees the advertised in a magazine and then goes
about damaging a Hindustan Ambassador including having an elephant sit on it and then
spending the night welding it. The following day, the car emerges as an exact replica of the 's
shape â€” except with many dents and discolorations. The man then takes his replica driving
with friends, with many interested onlookers. The commercial won a number of prestigious
international advertising awards: [50]. In March , the commercial was recreated in celebration of
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